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for three years, he waited for a response, but nothing. then, just as he was about to give up, he got a
letter: "this is in regards to your inquiry of the solar panels in storage at the national renewable

energy lab in colorado." he had made contact with the right people and set in motion a process that
would eventually lead to the solar panels' return to unity college. in august, 1993, a nrel team

traveled to unity college and began disassembling the panels. despite the fact that the government
agency would not need the panels, marbach said, he asked to be there when they were taken apart.
there were a lot of boxes in the warehouse, marbach says, so the team decided to break them open
in the parking lot. when they got to one, the boxes were so heavily taped that they had to be pried

open. suddenly the team was in a warehouse full of solar panels. "it was a huge warehouse,"
marbach recalls. "it had three floors. it was like an old, old building, just full of solar panels." they
began working through the boxes, and after about an hour or so of smashing boxes, a large steel

door slid open, and "the whole back end of this building was open." they took down the solar panels
and started to move them out of the warehouse. after about a half hour, they noticed a couple of the

panels began to buckle. "they were starting to move and start to fall apart," marbach remembers.
"the whole building would shake like it was an earthquake." but then they got to the middle of the

building and realized they had made it out of the warehouse. "it was just like: 'oh, the light!' we just
couldn't believe the sun was still there." it was noon on a weekday. marbach says he thought the

panels would take an hour to get out of the warehouse and to the campus.
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of course, it wasnt until marbachs arrival at unity that there was a college president, and marbachs
message was that solar energy could help with energy conservation and that it would save money.
the panels had a lifespan of 15 years, but for marbach they became a part of the college, just like

the furniture and the roof. they were always a part of unity, he says. what i wanted to do is to make
sure that they were always an institution of higher learning. they still are. i always loved the panels. i
always knew that they were made in maine. i always wanted to get the panels back up, even before i

came to unity, marbach said. here they are but we cant use them. its disappointing. its a big
mistake. when he saw the panels, he realized the potential. the panels had to be brought to unity in

a safe and functional form, but marbach had no idea how to accomplish that. he contacted the
environmental protection agency and asked them for advice. the agency had been monitoring the

carter panels, and had made a few small attempts at deriving some income for their development. in
1972, it used the panels to power a light in the lobby of the epa headquarters building in

washington, d.c. the next time the epa used carter panels was in the late 1970s, when they installed
them on a warehouse in northwest d.c. they tried to turn the panels into an adverstising sales and
marketing tool. the panels were placed in a shipping container full of wood chips, and the agency’s
members would walk by the warehouse and see a message on the side of the container: “the wood

chips you never knew existed.” 5ec8ef588b
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